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Magnetic properties of IV—VI semimagnetic (diluted magnetic) semi-
conductors with Mn or with Gd can be controlled by changing the electronic
parameters such as carrier concentration, Fermi level position or density
of states at the Fermi level. The examples of these effects are the carrier
concentration induced paramagnet—ferromagnet and ferromagnet—spin glass
transitions in PbSnMnTe and the Fermi level position controlled Gd—Gd
exchange interactions in SnGdTe.

PACS numbers: 75.20.Ck, 75.30.Et

1. Introduction

Semimagnetic (diluted magnetic) semiconductors are substitutional solid so-
lutions of the well-known II-VI, IV-VI and III-V semiconductors and magnetic
semiconductors like, e.g., MnTe or GdTe [l-4]. Apart from the technological defini-
tion given above, the concept of semimagnetic semiconductor involves the forma-
tion (by magnetic ions) of the well-localized magnetic moments and the existence
of the sp-d (sp-f) JsdSσ exchange coupling between these magnetic moments
S and the spin of conduction or valence band electrons u. The most interesting
effects related to the influence of electronic properties of semimagnetic semiconduc-
tors on their magnetic behaviour are observed in IV-VI group of semiconductors
like Sn1_xGdxTe or Sn 1 _ x MnxTe. The review of the magnetic properties of these
crystals is the primary subject of this paper.

The IV-VI group of semimagnetic semiconductors consists of the (best stud-
ied) Mn-based systems as well as the Gd, Eu, Yb, U, and Cr-based systems. The
spectrum of IV-VI matrices covers the Pb, Sn, and Ge tellurides, selenides and
sulfides (like PbSe or SnTe) as well as their alloys (like Pb 1_ySnyTe). The solu-
bility limit for these magnetic ions is typically about 10 at.% with the exception
of Cr where this limit is below 1 at.% [1,5-8]. Most of the IV-VI semimagnetic
semiconductors have the rock-salt crystal structure with lattice constants in the
range αo = 6.0 ÷ 6.5 Å.
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The electronic properties of IV—VI semimagnetic semiconductors are qual-
itatively similar to the properties of the host IV—VI crystals. These materials
are strongly degenerated narrow-gap semiconductors with the energy gaps Eg =
O _ 0.5 eV, depending on the chemical composition. They are known to have
semimetallic electric properties. Carriers are generated by electrically active na-
tive defects (vacancies). Their concentration is temperature independent and can
be controlled (by annealing) within 1-2 orders of magnitude [9]. The important
role in both magnetic and electronic properties of IV—VI semiconductors is played
by the band of heavy holes. The top of this band is located about 0.2 eV below
the top of the light hole band (see Fig. la). The density of states effective mass of
heavy holes is an order of magnitude larger than the effective mass of light holes.

Fig. 1. (a) A model of the band structure of PbSnMnTe. The band of heavy holes
(at E-point of the Brillouin zone) starts to be populated for carrier concentration
p = pc , where EF (pc) = EE. (b) The carrier concentration dependence of the nor-
malized Curie—Weiss temperature of Pb1_x_ySnyMnxTe (y = 0.72, 0.02 < x < 0.08).
The solid line is the result of theoretical calculations based on the RKKY interaction
due to both the light (L-band) and the heavy (Σ-band) holes.

2. Mn-based IV—VI semimagnetic semiconductors
The experimental investigations of transport, optical and magnetic proper-

ties as well as the analysis of electron paramagnetic resonance spectra of IV—VI
semiconductors with Mn provide clear evidence that Mn incorporates into the
IV—VI matrices as electrically neutral but magnetically active Mn 2+ ion, possess-
ing a local spin-only magnetic moment with S = 5/2 [l-14]. The investigations of
magnetic and magnetooptical properties of Mn-based IV—VI semimagnetic semi-
conductors provided a solid evidence for the existence of the sp—d exchange inter-
action between the system of local magnetic moments of Mn ions and the system of
free carriers with the exchange integral J s d of the order of 50-100 meV [6-7,14-15].

2.1. Carrier concentration induced magnetic phase transitions

The magnetic properties of Mn-based IV—VI semimagnetic semiconductors
have been studied using measurements of magnetization, ac magnetic suscepti-
bility, specific heat, electron paramagnetic resonance, ferromagnetic resonance,
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anomalous Hall effect and neutron diffraction, and have been found to depend on
both Mn concentration and carrier concentration.

The experimental studies of the magnetic properties of Pb1_xMnxTe and
related crystals with typical carrier concentrations n, p = 10 17 = 10 19 cm-3 re-
vealed that these materials are Curie-Weiss paramagnets down to T = 1 K. The
presence of a weak antiferromagnetic d-d exchange interactions between Mn ions
was observed both in the temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility and
in the magnetic field dependence of magnetization [5, 16-17]. No carrier concentra-
tion dependence of magnetic properties was observed in these crystals. The weak
antiferromagnetic exchange interactions were attributed to the superexchange via
anions, the mechanism well known in, e.g., II-VI semimagnetic semiconductors.

The magnetic properties of crystals of Sn1_xMnxTe and Ge1_xMnxTe with
typical carrier concentrations of the order of p = 10 21 cm-3 are very different.
These crystals are ferromagnetic at low temperatures. The decisive role of the free
carriers in the formation of ferromagnetic phase was explicitly demonstrated for
crystals of Pb 1 _ x _ y Sny MnxTe for which the annealing allows one to control the
concentration of carriers in the range p = 5 x 1019 _ 2 x 1021 cm-3 , giving a possi-
bility to study the evolution of magnetic properties as a function of the carrier con-
centration [18-21]. The ferromagnetic properties of the high carrier concentration
IV-VI semimagnetic semiconductors are related to the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yoshida (RKKY) indirect exchange interaction via free carriers [2, 18-19, 22-23].
The argument in favour of this mechanism is its explicit dependence on carrier
concentration and its long-range character allowing for the creation of the ferro-
magnetic order even in quite diluted magnetic systems with only 1 at.% of magnetic
ions. The threshold-like dependence of Curie temperature on carrier concentration
(referred as carrier concentration induced paramagnet-ferromagnet transition) can
be explained within the framework of the RKKY exchange interaction and the
band structure model of PbSnMnTe presented in Fig. la. The threshold carrier
concentration pc corresponds to the concentration of carriers for which the Fermi
level enters the band of heavy holes (see Fig. 1) and these carriers start contribut-
ing to the RKKY mechanism. Since the effective mass of heavy holes is about 20
times larger than the effective mass of light holes the RKKY interaction is strongly
enhanced being able to create the ferromagnetic order at low temperatures [19, 22].

With the further increase in the concentration of carriers (above p =

10 21 cm-3) the other carrier concentration induced the effect is experimentally
observed. With the increasing carrier concentration one observes the breakdown
of long-range ferromagnetic order and a gradual formation of a spin-glass state
[24]. This process is clearly evidenced in the temperature dependence of magneti-
zation, ac magnetic susceptibility and magnetic contribution to the specific heat
(see Fig. 2) as well as in neutron diffraction studies [20]. This effect is also a conse-
quence of the properties of the RKKY interaction as will be discussed in the next
section.

2.2 (x-p) magnetic phase diagram

The experimental data on magnetic properties of Mn-based semimagnetic
semiconductors can be summarized in the form of x-p magnetic phase diagram
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Fig. 2. The temperature dependence of magnetization (a), ac magnetic susceptibility
(b) and magnetic contribution to the speciflc heat (c) of Pb0.26 Sn0.72 Mn0.02 Te with two
different carrier concentrations. The sample with p = 6.8 x 1020 cm -3 shows a typical
ferromagnetic behaviour. The ferromagnetic order is not observed in the sample with a
higher carrier concentration. The arrow marks the paramagnetic Curie temperature for
the sample with p = 14 x 1020 cm -3 .

Fig. 3. (x — p) magnetic phase diagram of IV—VI semimagnetic semiconduc-
tors. The lines separating ferromagnetic (FM, full symbols) and spin-glass (SG,
open symbols) region are calculated within the geometrical model (solid line), the
Sherrington—Kirkpatrick model (dashed line) and the Sherrington—Southern model
(dash-dotted line). The samples with p < pc are paramagnetic (PM, crossed symbols).
The samples with a reentrant-spin-glass behaviour (RSG, half-filled symbols and hatched
region) are also presented.
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presented in Fig. 3. The line separating paramagnetic (PM) and ferromagnetic
(FM) regions is given by the condition p = pc , where pc is the threshold carrier
concentration already discussed in the previous section. The line separating fer-
romagnetic and spin-glass (SG) regions is given by the condition x/p = const,
which follows from the properties of the RKKY interaction and from the simple
geometrical arguments outlined below.

Due to the oscillatory character of the RKKY interaction one can specify a
characteristic distance R° a p -113 , which corresponds to the first switch of the
RKKY interaction from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic. The magnetic interac-
tions in the RKKY-governed diluted magnetic system are dominated by ferromag-
netic interactions for R « R0 , where R a x -113 is the mean interspin distance.
In the other case, R R0 , the oscillatory character of the RKKY interaction
leads to the formation of a spin-glass phase. The condition R = R0 corresponds
to x/p = const line in the x—p magnetic phase diagram. The diagram presented in
Fig. 3 was recently analyzed in more quantitative way based on the statistical anal-
ysis of the distribution of exchange interactions and the Sherrington—Kirkpatrick
and Sherrington—Southern models [25].

3. IV—VI semimagnetic semiconductors with Gd
Gd is known to incorporate into the IV—VI matrices as Gd 3+ ion possessing

well-localized spin-only magnetic moment with S = 7/2 due to 4f7  electrons. As
Gd3+ ions substitute Pb 2+ or Sn2+ ions they are electrically active centers showing
a donor character experimentally observed in, e.g., Pb 1 _xGd4Te. Due to the strong
localization of 4f orbitals of Gd there exists only a quite weak antiferromagnetic
f—f exchange interaction between Gd ions [26]. Also the experimental studies
of the sp—f exchange interaction between the free carriers and Gd 4f electrons
revealed only a very weak interaction [27].

Recent experimental studies of the magnetic properties of Sn1_ xGdxTe re-
vealed a possibility to enhance the strength of the Gd—Gd antiferromagnetic ex-
change interaction by almost an order of magnitude by changing the concentra-
tion of carriers [28]. The experimental results are presented in Fig. 4a, where the
paramagnetic Curie temperature e normalized per Gd concentration x is plot-
ted versus carrier concentration for different Gd contents. The parameter Θ/x
is proportional to the sum of all interspin exchange interactions present in the
system. Remarkably, the strong resonant enhancement of f—f interactions is ob-
served only in Sn1_xGdxTe samples with x < 0.05 and with carrier concentration
p (3 ± 0.5) x 10 20 cm-3 . For the crystals with higher Gd content the observed
effect is much weaker. The transport measurements revealed also that in the very
same crystals in which the f—f interaction is enhanced, the carrier mobility is by
a factor of 5 higher as compared to other SnGdTe samples (see Fig. 4b). These
experimental findings provide another striking example of the correlation between
magnetic and electronic properties of IV—VI semimagnetic semiconductors as will
be discussed below.

The magnetic and electronic properties of SnGdTe can be consistently ex-
plained in the framework of a recently developed model of Gd ion in SnTe matrix
[28]. The model assumes that Gd 5d electron states are located at the energy level
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Fig. 4. (a) The carrier concentration dependence of the normalized paramagnetic
Curie temperature Θ/x in Sn1_xGdxTe. Triangles — the behaviour of the crystals
with x > 0.05. Dots — the results for the samples with x < 0.05. The inset presents
the temperature dependence of the inverse magnetic susceptibility of two samples of
Sn0.955Gd0.045Te with different carrier concentrations. (b) The carrier concentration de-
pendence of the hole mobility for Sni_x GdxTe with x = 0.045 (triangles) and with
x = 0.057 (circles). The open symbols show the data at T = 4.2 K whereas the full
symbols correspond to T = 77 K. The inset presents the scheme of the band structure of
SnGdTe with x < 0.05. With the increasing Gd content the E0 electron level shifts up
with respect to the top of the valence band leaving the band of heavy holes for x = 0.05.

E0 (Gd2 +/3+ level) about 0.2 eV below the top of the valence band (see the inset in
Fig. 4b). The density of states related to 4f7  energy states of Gd was experimen-
tally found 9.5 eV below the top of the valence band. It generates a new situation
with Gd being in 3+ or in 2+ charge state depending on the relative position of the
Fermi level (governed by the concentration of two electrically active centers: Sn
vacancies and Gd 3+ ions) and the E0 energy level. In our model the Gd 5d orbital
may be empty (corresponding to the usual case of 4f75d0, Gd3+ configuration) or
occupied by just one electron (the case of Gd 2+ with 4f75d1 configuration).

The resonant enhancement of the Gd-Gd exchange interaction is explained
within the framework of the two-stage f-d-d--f exchange interaction mechanism.
It consists of two steps: the intra-ion 4f-5d exchange interaction and the inter -ion
5d-5d coupling which may proceed both via free carriers or via anions. The first
step is well known from the free ion data. The second step is also expected to be
effective because of the considerably less localized character of the 5d orbitals as
compared to the 4f orbitals. For this mechanism to be fully effective in SnGdTe
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one requires the following: the Fermi level must be located resonantly close to the
E0 level being, simultaneously, in the E-band of heavy holes with a high density
of states. The analysis of the Gd composition dependence of the band structure
of SnGdTe indicates that both these conditions can be fulfilled for Sn1_ xGdxTe
with x < 0.05. In these crystals the effect of the resonant enhancement of the
Gd—Gd exchange orientations is indeed observed. For the samples with x > 0.05,
the E0 level of Gd is located above the top of the E-band (see Fig. 4b) and the
resonant condition EF= E° can be fulfilled only for light holes with a much
smaller magnitude of the effect due to the low density of states at the Fermi
level. The superposition of the resonant contribution due to the light holes and of
the non-resonant contribution due to the heavy holes results in a non-monotonic
carrier concentration dependence of the paramagnetic Curie temperature observed
experimentally in Sn1_ xGdxTe with x > 0.05.

The increase in the carrier mobility observed in the samples of Sn1_ x GdxTe
with x < 0.05 and p = (3 ± 0.5) x 10 20 cm-3 is also a consequence of the EF ^_-E0
resonance. This situation corresponds to the case of the most of Gd ions being in
the neutral 2+ charge state. As such, Gd ions are expected to be quite inefficient
scattering centers. In the usual case of Fermi level located well below the E 0
level, all Gd ions are in electrically active 3+ charge state constituting the main
scattering centers and limiting the low temperature mobility of SnGdTe.

4. Conclusions

IV—VI semimagnetic semiconductors with Mn or with Gd reveal a variety of
magnetic behaviours including the RKKY ferromagnetic and the RKKY spin-glass
phases as well as the Curie—Weiss paramagnetic state with antiferromagnetic d—d
or f—f interactions. The magnetic properties of these crystals can be controlled
by changing the concentration of carriers or by controlling the Fermi level posi-
tion. It is the consequence of the dependence of the dominant interspin exchange
interactions (RKKY interaction in PbSnMnTe and f—d—d—f exchange interaction
in SnGdTe) on the electronic properties of these semiconductors.
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